Salient Partner Integrations

C�CURE 9000 INTEGRATION
With Salient’s CompleteViewTM Video Management System and the C•CURE 9000 security and
event management system, you can correlate video with access control event information in one
powerful interface. The combination allows full interaction with live video and recording, turning
the physical security interface into a full-featured video security solution.
CompleteView delivers everything you need to manage your video surveillance system – from a
single server with a few cameras to a multi-server, multi-site enterprise installation with unlimited
clients. Analog, IP, megapixel and HD video feeds can all be incorporated seamlessly into a C•CURE
9000 system. You can instantly access, monitor and review live and recorded video from any camera
connected to any CompleteView recording server in the system. Additionally, video and access
events are correlated in the C•CURE 9000 interface, allowing users to control camera actions such
as ‘record on event’ and ‘move to PTZ preset location’. Alerts and incidents can be further reviewed
through CompleteView's client investigation tools.
With a comprehensive set of fully integrated video and access control security features, the
C•CURE 9000 and CompleteView VMS solution provides actionable information with live viewing
and playback features, advanced PTZ controls and email notiﬁcation capabilities for a faster
response to security incidents.

FEATURES
Seamlessly integrates with C•CURE 9000 security and event management system
Full interaction with CompleteView video and recordings
Supports analog, IP, megapixel, and HD video feeds into C•CURE 9000 interface
Trigger recording on any camera and control PTZ
camera movements with C•CURE 9000 events
Simultaneous support for MJPEG, MPEG-4 and
H.264 video formats
Built-in support for analog cameras, IP cameras and
encoders
Per-camera conﬁguration of all video streaming and
recording parameters including resolution, frame rate,
schedule, motion and event recording and storage/
location
Display single camera or entire camera group views
in C•CURE 9000
Change cameras ‘on-the-ﬂy’ to any camera in the system

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Integrated Solution Functionality
Video Feature

CompleteView v5.X

Live Video

Yes

Text Overlay

Yes

Pre-recorded Video Playback

Yes

Connection Status of Recorder

Yes

Export to AVI

Yes

Time Synchronization

Yes

Record Start (On Demand)

Yes

Show Camera Locations on Site Map

Yes

Record Stop (On Demand)

Yes

PTZ (Domes only)

Yes

Video Alarms

Yes

Video Tour

Yes

Video View up to 16 cameras

Yes

Preset Triggering

Yes

View Live & Recorded Video from
Multiple Cameras via Popup

Yes

PTZ Presets & Patters Based on Event,
Alarm Input

Yes

Replay up to 4 cameras for same time Interval

Yes

Unaltered Recorded Video

Yes

View Live and Recorded Video in One Window

Yes

Bi-directional Actions

Yes

HOW TO ORDER
CC9000-SALIENT1 – Salient Systems
CompleteView integration option for C•CURE 9000. Please
contact www.swhouse.com for licensing information.
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C•CURE 9000
Version

Compatible CompleteView
Version

2.90

CompleteView 5.3.1

2.80

CompleteView 5.3.1

2.70

CompleteView 5.2

2.60

CompleteView 4.7

2.50

CompleteView 4.6

